This work deals with a problem of synthesis of the artificial neural networks using the evolutional scanning method. The basic task to be solved is to create a symbolic regression algorithm on principles of analytic programming, which will be capable of performing a convenient neural network synthesis. The main motivation here is the computerization of such synthesis and discovering so far unknown solutions.
INTRODUCTION
A shape of the Artificial Neural Network (ANN) which successfully solves concrete problem depends on many factors. A designer who deals with ANN designing pays attention to complexion of problem in the first instance, for example a number of inputs and outputs. However some other aspects such as ANN topology or neurons transfer function are considered in the same time. Concurrently, final shape of ANN is heavily influenced by learning algorithm which is going to be implemented. (Bose and Liang 1996) ANN designing operates with list of rules and heuristics to ensure correct application of chosen learning algorithm for created ANN. This technique generates relatively small set of possible ANN.
Nevertheless, if the rules of classic ANN theory are disobeyed and personal experience is replace by clever algorithm, scanned set which includes suitable ANN becomes infinite. This paper shows how symbolic regression can be used as tool for successful scanning of such huge sets in order to find and to learn appropriate ANN.
The particular method of symbolic regression in this case Analytic Programming (Zelinka and Oplatkova 2003) , an algorithm developed by our faculty on a longterm basis. This algorithm proves a potential to find among a set of functions F, the class of functions f* (uneducated neural network), which is feasible to be reduced-optimized by a suitable educational method to the specific function f (educated neural network) having the quality to solve the particular problem successfully. Such attempt enables to further enhance the set F by functions of a non-neuronal character and carry a research on so far into quite unexplored territory between two purely neural and purely mathematical frameworks in such way.
The goal of this research is to build-up a symbolic regression algorithm, which will, using the evolutionary scanning method, successfully find (synthesize) suitable solutions f ∈ F of the particular problem P. (Bose and Liang 1996) further shows also validity of the inverse clause: For every continuous function f k ∈ F all exists ANN i ∈ ANN all such, that holds f k ⇔ ANNi.
EVOLUTIONARY

Kolmonogorov theorem
Task:
Design an algorithm, which will by the means of the symbolic regression methods, evolutionary scan a set F all in order to find: Thanks to that, almost any EA can be applied in the AP. In such a way the EA in effect works as an engine actuating the AP. From the EA nature further results to be rational to define the Cost Function (CF), whose value is necessary to be minimized.
Note: AP does not use as terminals particular, however, general constants K1 to Kn, whose particular value is determined by means of nonlinear interlacing as closely as possible near the assessment of the relevant CF.
SYNTHESIS OF NEURAL NETWORKS
To accomplish by the means of an AP the successfully synthesize of the ANN, it is necessary at first to appropriately choose the elements of GFS and correctly define the CF, applicable for the problem being solved. To fulfill both those steps is, however, necessary to comprehend the relationship of equivalence between the ANN and functions -namely an AP itself does not understand the ANN conception, it is capable to synthesise only functions, eventually algorithms.
The relation between an ANN and mathematical functions
The connection between an ANN and mathematical functions is often neglected in the professional literature, at the same time each ANN can be expressed as to its equivalent class of functions f*. The ANN synthesis process is thus a process of searching of a suitable f* in the set of class of functions F, which contains the classes accrued by combinations of (basic) base functions b of a set B. The most important task to solve, is to select a suitable B, which will be used as a GFS.
Conception of used GFS
From the preceding text it is clear, that suitable selection of individual gf by using GFS, is an absolutely crucial question. As a fundamental base stone -function gf1 -is synthesised ANN, and the choice then becomes sigmoid -the transfer function of two input arguments arg1, arg2:
Sigmoid function is in the world of ANN the often used transfer function (Master 1993), which is derived from behavior of real neurons in human brain. For a parameter λ the invariable value 10 was selected, so that the sigmoid nears rather to the unipolar binary function, which is suitable for solutions of classification problems. Against the binary function it , however, has the advantage, that there exists a derivation of it in its whole interval and that it is possible to apply the algorithm dependent on such derivation of function, as it is , for example, just the nonlinear interlacing used in the AP, on the structures, which are thus being created.
Beyond gf1 there must be an integral part of, as constituted by this research, GFS also input independent variables x1 and x2, which represent coordinates of individual points on the classified plane, and then invariables K (K1 to Kn), which shall figure the thresholds φ and weights w of the network. To be able to tie up properly the weights and thresholds to the network, it is necessary to add into GFS next two gf, + (plus) and × (times).
By that one finally arrives at GFS1 = {gf1, +, ×, x1, x2, K}. From the point of view of the problem it handles about so-called complete GFS, consequently GFS1 has by the means of AP guaranteed the potential of solving the ANN syntheses -for the set B, through combination of which rises already known solution ANN of the particular problem, is valid B ⊆ GFS1 -so it comprises all elements, which build and compose the relevant f.
Figures 3: Principle of ANN synthesis from GFS1
Such definition of GFS1 is an attractive one because an AP can, thanks to it synthesize not only classical neural structures, known from the rigorous theory of ANN, however, also the networks of pseudo-neural character, eventually quite non-neural functions. These properties from the world of neural functions shall, thanks to AP involuntarily combine with further mathematical transformations.
Effect of GFS1 on the synthesized ANN topology
The sub-functions can arise from the set GFS1 under favorable conditions during cultivation of an individual in AP, which will compose the winner individual, and on which can be looked on as neurons in ANN.
Examples of such arrangement of individual gf ∈ GFS1 into convenient subfunctions will be introduced in future studies.
Definition of CF
The correct definition of CF is unique for every problem to be solved. CF should in itself namely include the whole testing set of the synthesized ANN.
CF works in such cases on the basis of testing the ANN responses on particular elements of the testing set. What, however, remains always same is the chosen philosophy, under which the relevant CF is created.
As a fundamental model of CF1, the staircase conception CF was selected for the synthesis. Its operation is, that at the beginning of scoring the CF of particular individual (ANN) is valid CF = 0.
Step by step all elements of the tested set are passed through.
If there shows at any tested element, that the response of ANN is divergent to the requirements of the testing set an increment of CF = CF + 1 is performed. By that way the CF1 can gather the discrete values {1,2, ..., n}, where n is number of elements in the testing set. CF1 thus calculates on how many elements of testing set replied ANN with the inadmissible reply.
By all of that it is assumed, that at the output of ANN there is inserted one more neuron, which standardizes the replies greater than 0.8 to 1 and replies less than 0.2 damps to 0.
SOLVING THE XOR PROBLEM
In the following a row of problems is selected, which should be solved successfully using the introduced methods. And the problem is a classification according to a logical function XOR. That basic classification problem ill-famed by the halting of neural networks development in 30 years of the 20th century. Because of the capacity of neural networks two variants are displayed. These are denoted as variants ANN1 and ANN2. The border between classes of ANN -shows the classification border of ANN, if the reply is greater than 0.5 falls the classification in the class 1 on the contrary in the class 0.
3D graph of function ANN -displays ANN as a function in E 3 .
Topology of ANN -shows the topological relations b in ANN, transferred into neuronal shapes.
Example of a solution of ANN1
Structure of ANN1*: x1 i k j j j j j j j j j j j j j j j j j j j j j j x1+ x2 + x1 x2 KP1T 2 i k j j j j j j j j j j j j j j j j j j j j j j 
CONCLUSION
Analytic programming has been successfully used for different types of problems. In this research a simple initial study on complete ANN synthesis by means of AP is done. Positive results has shoved that AP can be used in this way. In the future more complex study on ANN synthesis are going to be done by means of another evolutionary algorithms and levels of application.
